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NONLINEAR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS AND PRODUCT

INTEGRATION IN BANACH SPACES

BY

G. F. WEBB

Abstract. The method of product integration is used to obtain solutions to the

nonlinear evolution equation g' = Ag where A is a function from a Banach space S

to itself and g is a continuously differentiable function from [0, co) to S. The con-

ditions required on A are that A is dissipative on S, the range of (e — eA) = S for all

e^O, and A is continuous on S.

1. Introduction. Let £ be a Banach space and let A be a mapping from a sub-

set of 5 to 5. An evolution equation is a system g' = A(g), g(0)=p, where g is a

continuous function from [0, oo) to S and p is a point in £ In [3] F. Browder has

considered nonlinear evolution equations in which S is the Hubert space and A

is continuous, bounded, and dissipative on S. In recent articles Y. Kömura [12],

T. Kato [10], and M. Crandall and A. Pazy [5] have considered nonlinear evolution

equations in which S is the Hubert space and A is maximal dissipative, not neces-

sarily continuous, and is the infinitesimal generator of a semigroup of nonlinear

nonexpansive transformations on S.

The object of this paper is to obtain solutions to an evolution system in a general

Banach space using the method of product integration. A definition of product

integration is given as follows:

Suppose thatp is in £, x>0, and z is a point in S such that if c>0 there exists a

chain {í¡}r=o from 0 to x such that if {í¡}?=o is a refinement of {Ji}r=o then

(1) z-Yl(e-(tt-tt-x)A)-1p\<c.

(Note that e denotes the identity map on S, (e—(tx—ti-x)A)~1 denotes the inverse

map of (e-(t¡-r,_x)A), TJUx (e-(t,-ti_1)AY1p = (e-(tx-t0)A)'lp, and if/is an

integer in [2, n]

H ie-iti-ti-x)A)-1p = (e-(tJ-tj.1)A)-1 f] (e-fr-h-MY1?,
i = i i = i

where the product operation is composition of mappings.) Then z is said to be the

product integral of A with respect to p from 0 to x and is denoted by FIo(e ~~ dIA) ' ip.
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In [1] G. Birkhoff and in [16] J. Neuberger have used product integration to

solve evolution systems where the mapping A is Lipschitz continuous. In this

paper the product integration method will be extended to mappings not necessarily

Lipschitz continuous.

2. An existence theorem. Let A be a mapping from a subset of S to 5 such

that the following are true :

(I) A  is dissipative on  its domain  DA, i.e., if u,veDA and e^O then

\\ie — eA)u — (e — eA)v\\ ^ \\u — v\\.

(II) There is an open subset C of S such that Cç DA and a positive number a

such that if OiKa then Cç£(e_ei4) (where R{e-eA) denotes the range of ie — eA)).

(Ill) A is continuous on C.

Note that by (I) if e>0 then ie-eA) is 1-1 on DA and by (II) if 0^e<a and q e C

then qe Die_£A)-i = R(e.l:A). If 0^e<« and qeR(e_eA) let Lie)q = ie-eA)~1q. By

(1) Lie) is nonexpansive on £(e_£j4), i.e., if u, v e Rie-EA) then

(2) ||£.(«)«-£(«)»|| ^ ||m-p||.

Theorem. Let A satisfy conditions (I), (II), and (III). If p e C and

Yp = min{dist(/>,<3C)/M/>||,a},

then there is a continuously differentiable function gp from [0, yp) to S such that

gPiO) =p andif0 = x<yp, g'Pix) = AgPix) andgpix) = \~[% (e-dIA)'xp.

The theorem will be proved by means of a sequence of lemmas each of which is

under the hypothesis of the theorem.

Lemma 1.1. IfqeCand0^x,y<a,then \\Lix)q-Liy)q\\^\x-y\-\\Aq\\.

Proof. Using (2) we have that

||£(x)a-£(j)a|| = ¡£(x)a-£(x)(e-x/l)£(j)a||

= ||a-(e-x/i)£Cv)a||

= \\q-[(x/y)(e-yA)Liy)q + il -x/y)Liy)q]\\

= |l-x/^|||a-£(j)a||

Ú \l-x/y\ \\ie-yA)q-q\\

= \x-y\ \\M\-

Lemma 1.2. Let qeC, let 0<x<yq, and let {s)f=Q be a chain from 0 to x. If j

is an integer in [1, m] then

i-i

(3) n^i-^-i)?6^

(4) ['[LiSi-Si-Jq-q sMAql
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and

(5) AlJL(si-si.1)qlú\\Aq\\.

(Note that Yl?=i L(si — si.1) denotes the identity map, i.e., Fl?=i L(si — si_1)q = q-)

Proof. The proof is by induction. Fory'= 1 \~[{z} L(s¡ — Ji_1)^=^r e C,

I 1 II
~[L(si-si.x)q-q\ S Sx-\\Aq\\

\ i = 1 II

(by Lemma 1.1), and

AYlUSi-st-i)q\= |1/íi[Z.(íi-ío)?-?]|| = ¡Agi
i = l

Suppose that/ is an integer in [1, m— 1], O-i F(í(—J(-i)í6 C,

II J
[fiLííi-í, _!)?-?     á   J;-M?||,
II i = l

and M n. = i L(í,-í,-i)«7| S ¡Aq\\. Then,

í+i

n
fc-t+i

Further,

í + l íuri+i

¡=i í=iLfc=¡

(note that Yl{t)+2 L(sk-sk-x) is the identity map)

= 2 \\L(si-si-i)q-q
i = l

¿>i+i'[Aql
Moreover,

/i II L(si-sx.1)q
(i   \ rj'+1
-——-     Il^-jj.Oí-^Ilííí-jj.í)?

3

n

á M?||.

Lemma 1.3. Fer qeC, let 0<x<yq, and let {/}?=„ ¿>e a chain from 0 io x. //*_/ «

an integer in [1, n] i/ien

(6) P7 L(ti-ti^x)q-q = 2 ('f-'»-i)^ II Wu-tk-x)q-
í=í i-j

i
1

k = i
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Proof.

(7)

f7 LiU-U.Jq-q = 2    H Litk-tk-x)q- Y\ Litk-tk_x)q
i = j i = j   L k = j k = j

n j -1

= 2 (ti-ti~i)ALitl-ti^x) n Litk-tk_x)q
i = i k=j

n i

= ^(ti-ti-JA n Litk-tk.x)q.
i=i k=i

Let p e C, let c>0, and let m be a nonnegative integer. The number-sequence

{j¡}r= o is said to have property £c provided that the following are true : (i) s0 = 0,

sm<yp (ii) {Si}P=o is increasing, and (iii) if n is an integer in [0, m-I], sh^x^sh + x,

{/}"=o is a chain from sh to x, and,/ is an integer in [0, n], then

i h

a n Litk-tk.x) n LiSi-st-x)p
fc=l i=l

n h

-A n ¿(ifc-r*-i) YlUst-St-Jp   S c.
fc=i ¡=i

Lemma 1.4. £ei p e C, let c> 0, and let {í,}fL0 nat>eproperty Pc. There is a number

sm + x such that sm<sm + x<yp and {s)?^1 has property Pc.

Proof. Lemma 1.4 follows from Lemma 1.2 and the continuity of A at

nr=i£0*f-ii-i)£
Lemma 1.5. Let peC, let c>0, and let {s)%0 have property Pc. Suppose that y

is a number such that sm<y<yp and if sm + x is a number such that sm<sm + 1<y then

{s)T=o has property Pc. Then, ifism + 1=y, {s)?^1 has property Pc.

Proof. Let q = T~[1'=xLisi — si-X)p, let {rjj^o be a chain from sm to y, and let

d> 0. There is a positive number b such that if « e Cand ||w —0"=i Liti — ti-y)q\\ <b

then

Au-A YlLiti-ti_y)q < d.

There is a positive number r such that tn-i<r<tn=y and tn — r<b/\\Ap\\. By

Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2

¿ itn-r)-\\Ap\\ < b.Lir-tn-y) H Ufi-tt^q- n LiU-U-ùq

Then, if y is an integer in [0, n -1 ]

A f] Liti-ti_y)q-A fi Liti-ti.y)q
i

A l~[Liti-ti_y)q-ALir-tn.y) \ ] Liti-ti.1)q\\

n-l

n
+ n-l

n
i = l

ALir-tn_y)Y[L(ti-h-y)q-AY\Liti-ti_y)q

< c+d.
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< c

Then, if y is an integer in [0, n]

i n

Al~[ L(tl-ti_x)q-A n L(ti-tl.x)q
i=i ¡=i

and so the lemma is established.

Lemma 1.6. Let peC, let c>0, and suppose that {5¡}r=o is an infinite increasing

number-sequence such that lim{si}¡xl0<yI, and if n is a nonnegative integer {si}f=0

has property Pc. Then there is a positive integer m and a sequence f/iff-V such that

if i is an integer in [0, m] sx = rx, rm + 1 = lim {s¡}r=o> and {/¿"„V has property Pc.

Proof. Let q0=p and if n is a positive integer let qn=L(sn — sn^x)qn-i- If n is a

positive integer then \\qn-qn_x\\ = ||F(ín-í„-i)»7n-i--7n-i|| á(í»-J»-i)- \\Ap\\. Let

í = lim {ijf^o, let q = lim{qi}i% 0, and note that qeC since \\qn— p\\ <s- \\Ap\\ and

so \\q— p\\ <dist(p, dC). There is a positive number b such that if ueC and

|| w—q\ < b then \\Au—Aq\\ <c/2. Let m be a positive integer such that ||fl-om|| <b/2

and s—sm<b/2\\Ap\\. Let 0<x^s — sm, let {tt}îm0 he a chain from 0 to x, and let y

be an integer in [0, n]. By Lemma 1.2

Y\lAJt-tt.x)qm-q„ ètr\\Ap\\ <b/2

and so

AY\L(tx-t^x)qm-Aq\ < c/2.

Then, if j is an integer in [0, n]

i n

AlJ L(tx-tx-x)qm-A n L(ti-tx.1)qm

A Yl L(tl-ti^x)qm-Aq\\ + \\Aq-A JJ Uh-U-ùq*

= c

and so the lemma is established.

Lemma 1.7. Let peC, let c> 0, and let 0 < x < yp. There is a chain {st}!"= 0 from 0

to x such that {íí}!"=o has property Pc.

Proof. By Lemma 1.4 there is an infinite increasing number-sequence (Xh" 0

such that lim {si}xxL0<yp and if n is a nonnegative integer {sf}f=0 has property Pc.

Let M denote the set of all such sequences. If j={í,}¡co=0 is in M let z(s) denote the

limit of s. If each of s and t belongs to M define s = t only in case s is t or if n is

the greatest nonnegative integer such that if i is an integer in [0, n] Si = t,, then

z(i)¿ín + 1. Then, = is a partial ordering of M.

Assume that there exists no member s of M such that z(s) > x. Let L he a linearly

ordered subset of M and let y he the smallest positive number such that if s is in
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£, zis)^y. Let {i((0)}(™ 0, {í¡(l)}r=o> • • • be an increasing sequence of points in £

such that z(í(0)), z(i(l)),... converges to y. For each nonnegative integer i define

j>¡ = supfc Siik). Then, yt£yt+x and lim{yi}^=0=y.

Suppose there is a positive integer n such thatyn=y. Then there is a least positive

integer n such that y„=y and there must exist an integer k such that j¡(/c) = stij)

for each integer / in [0, n— 1] and j^k. In this case snik), snik+ 1),... converges

to y and so by Lemma 1.5 {ij}f=0, i(=s((fc) for / in [0, n— 1] and sn=y, has property

£c. Further, since y < yp, we have by Lemma 1.4 that {j¡}?=0 may be extended to a

member {s¡}?L 0 of M and so {$,}£ 0 is an upper bound for £. If there is no positive

integer n such that yn=y then yn<y for every n, {yn}n = o is in M, {j;n}"=0^j(A:)

for every k, and thus {yn}ñ=o is an upper bound for £.

Thus, if £ is a linearly ordered subset of M, then L is bounded by a member of

M. By Zorn's lemma there exists u e M such that u is maximal. But then we have a

contradiction since ziu)^x<yp and by Lemma 1.6 there exists / e M such that

u<t. Hence, there exists s e M such that z(s)>x and the lemma is proved.

Lemma 1.8. Let p e C, let c>0, and let 0<x<yp. There is a chain {s^o from

0 to x such that //{£}[*= 0 is a refinement ofi{s¡}^=0 then

(8) YlLitt-tt^p-YjList-St^pl < c.
i = l

Proof. Let {.s¡}r=o be a chain from 0 to x such that {s¡}r=o has property Pc. Let

{í¡}f=0 be a refinement of {í¡}r=o. i.e., there is an increasing sequence u such that

Wo = 0> um = n, and if /' is an integer in [0, m] J¡ = rUl. If i is an integer in [1, m] let

*i=n?i.«,.1+i¿(íi-íj-i). let /^n^i^-^-i)' let Km+X = e, and let £, = <?.
Then,

n Uh -1, - x)p - n £(í¡ - s, _ x)p
i = l

m

] K¡p-Jmp
i = l

m    r   in m

2 n^«-i/'- n K>fp
i = 1   L } = i j = i + 1 J  U

m

g 2 iiAVi-i£--/i/'i!
i=i

m

= 2 ||£¡£-i/'-£f>¡-íi-i)£-i/i
i = l

m

= 2 ii(e-('yi-'yi-i)/í)^-/i-i^--/¡-i/?ii

= 2   ri Litj-tj.x)ji_xp-ji_xp
i = l II  U-«|-l + l

■iSi-St-JAKiJi-rfl
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m ut }

= 2        2      Oi-h-i) A     II      L(tk-tk^x)Ji-iP-AKíJx^xP
í = l||;' = ui_1 + l L      fc = u(_i + l

m m j

= 2   2  fa-1i-4a n  L(tk-tk.x)Ji-iP

(by (6))

¡ = i y = ti(_i + i

i«

fc = «(_! + !

-a   Yl  Wi-*t-M-ip\
i=U,-x + l

= c-2   2   ih-h-ù¡ = i y = ti|-i + i
= ex.

Proof of the theorem. Let p e C. If x = 0, then floO?_ dIA) ' 1p =p. If 0 < x < yp,

then Flo (e — dIA)' 1p exists by virtue of Lemma 1.8. If 0 = x<yp define gp(x)

= rio (e-dIA)~1p. By Lemma 1.2 we see that gp is Lipschitz continuous on [0, yp)

with Lipschitz constant = \\Ap\\, gp(x) e C for x e [0, yp), and ||^gp(x)| = \\Ap\\ for

xe[0,yP). For 0¿x<yp we have that dist (p, dC)^dist (gp(x),8C)+\\p-gp(x)\\

S dist (gp(x), dC) + x\\Ap\\. Hence,

dist (/>, ÔC)/M/> || Ú dist (gp(x), ec)/||^|| +x

^ dist(gp(x),0C)/M&,(*)|+*

and so yP —xáyíp<*>- Thus, if 0^x<yp and 0-¿y<yp-x, one sees that ggvix,(y)

=gPix+y). To show that g'P = Agp let 0¿x<yp and let c>0. By Lemma 1.2 there

is a positive number z<yp — x such that if 0<y<z and {i(}r=o is a chain from 0 to

y, then

A f| ¿fe - *i - i)8p(x) - AgPix)
i = l

< c/2.

Let 0<^<z. There is a chain {<,}"» 0 from 0 to y such that

Il Liti-ti-x)gpix)-ggp(x)iy)< c-y/2.

Then,

- [gp(x+y)-gP(x)]-Agp(x)

c    1

2  y

c    1

(iW\f = l

if - i)gpW -gpix) -yAgPix)

= 5+7,   2 (if-if-iM El L(ti-ti-x)gp(x)-yAgp(x)\
L   -Mlf = i

c    1

i = l

f

= 9 + 7, 2 Ci-'.-i) ^ Il F(f,-0-i)gP(x)-/igp(x)
z   /f=i i-i

< c
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and so g'p+ix) = AgPix). Thus, g'p+ =Agp on [0, yp) and so gp has a continuous right

derivative on [0, yp). Then gp has a continuous derivative on [0, yp) and so the

theorem is proved.

Corollary. Let A be a mapping from the Banach space S to S such that the

following are true:

il') A is dissipative on S, i.e., ifu,ve DA and e^O then ||(e — eA)u — (e — eA)v\\

= «"-»11
(IF) £(e -eA) = S for each £=t0

(III') A is continuous on S.

If p e S then there is a continuously different/able function gpfirom [0, oo) to S such

that gp(0)=p and if x^0 g'Pix) = AgPix) andgPix) = T~\l ie-d!A)~1p.

Proof. The proof follows immediately from the theorem if one observes that

a= +00 and dist (/?, 8S)= +oo.

It may be noted that a result of J. Dorroh [8] can be used to show that the

solutions of g'„ = Agp, gPiO)=p in the corollary are unique. In [15] G. Minty has

shown that if 5 is the Hubert space then (F) and (III') imply (IF). More generally,

it has been shown recently by T. Kato in [11] that (F) and (III') imply (IF) in the

case that 5 * is uniformly convex. If 5 is a general Banach space F. Browder has shown

in [4] that (F) and (III') imply (IF) in the case that A is locally uniformly continuous.

By virtue of the corollary one may define for each x^O the transformation £(x)

from S to S as follows: Tix)p=gPix) for each p e S. Then £is a strongly continuous

semigroup of nonlinear nonexpansive transformations on S, i.e.,

(i) Tix+y) = Tix)Tiy) for x, y â 0,

(ii) Ti0) = e,

(iii) \\Tix)p-Tix)q\\è\\p-q\\ for x^0 and p, q e S and

(iv) gp(x) = £(x)/j is continuous for p fixed and x^0.

Further, A is the infinitesimal generator of T, i.e., Ap=g'p+i0) for each p e S. In

[2], [14], [17], [18], and [19] representations are given for nonlinear nonexpansive

semigroups of transformations in terms of their infinitesimal generators using

product integrals.

3. Examples. In conclusion we give some examples. In [6] a well-known

example is given by J. Dieudonné of a continuous mapping A from a Banach space

5 to S for which there is no solution to the equation g' = Ag and g(0) = 0. This

example is given in a Banach space which is not reflexive. Recently, J. Yorke [20]

has given an example of a continuous mapping A from a Hubert space to itself

for which no solution exists to g' = Ag, g(0) = 0.

In the examples below the mapping A satisfies conditions (F), (IF), and (IIF) of

the corollary.

Example 1. Let S=EX and let A be a continuous nonincreasing function from

Ex to Ex.
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Example 2. Let S=Cl0tl], i.e., S is the Banach space of continuous real-valued

functions on [0, 1] with supremum norm. Let F be a continuous increasing function

from Ex onto Ex such that F' is continuous and nonincreasing on Ex- Define the

mapping A on C[0yl} as follows:

Af = F'[F-'[f]]   for each fie C,[0,1]-

The solutions gf of the corollary are then given by gf(x) = F[x + F~1[f]] for x^O.

In both Examples 1 and 2 A may be neither linear nor Lipschitz continuous.

In both, however, A is locally uniformly continuous. In Example 3 the mapping

A is not locally uniformly continuous.

Example 3. Let S=(c0), i.e., S is the Banach space of real-number sequences

x = (xA converging to 0 with ||x|| =supn |jc„|. If each of (a, b) and (c, d) is a point

in the plane define the function Fl(a¡b)ACiM from [a, c] to [b, d] by

F[(0,»,<c,d)]W = b + Í—-J(x-a)   for x e [a, c].

For each positive integer n define the function An from E± to Ex as follows:

An(x) =1    if x < - 1

= 0   if x = 0

_ .      r   i    i   i /i     i \\
— /"[(-l/k,l/M,(-l/Jc + (l/n)[l/fc-l/<lc + l)],l/<ic + l)]W     UXe     — -r, — T + - I T- r. ,   i I I

ifX6[-H(^-r7TT)'-r7TT)
1

jfc+1

fc = 1,2,....

Define the mapping A from (c0) to (c0) by ^x = (y4n(xn)) for each x = (xn) e(c0).

One sees that A satisfies conditions (F), (IF), and (HI'), since for each positive

integer n An is nonincreasing and continuous. Moreover, there is no neighborhood

about Ö on which A is uniformly continuous.
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